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The Ohio State University Student Chapter of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers exists for the purpose of promoting professional fellowship, and also pleasant social and athletic relationships among its members. Any person enrolled in or majoring in Chemical Engineering at the Ohio State University is eligible for membership. The organization sponsors professional talks, various athletic activities, and the Chemical Engineers' Roundup. It also maintains a representation in the Engineers' Council. Each year the national organization, the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, through the student chapter, gives an award to the Sophomore in Chemical Engineering who had the highest scholastic standing for his Freshman year.

FACULTY MEMBERS
Charles Duncombe
James Withrow

GRADUATE MEMBERS
Albert Goldsbarry
Elden Haller

SENIOR MEMBERS
Walter Barnes
Paul Chaney
Earl Correll
Claude Croft
Robert Crosley
John Damous
Clarence Fisher
Leonard Fortune
Edwin Harper
Owen Howard
Delwin Kaufman
Charles Lewis
Howard Millisor
Edward Slowter
James Widman
Kenneth Wince
Robert Work

JUNIORS
Roger Dubble
Morgan Jones
Harold Klassen
Lee Kleinmaier
Robert Lilley
Kenneth McDaniel

FRESHMAN
Norris McDougal
Raymond Menendian
Paul Mills
Lawrence Seabright
Linton Simerl
Stanley Snyder

John Essman

Fortune Wince Seabright Correll Simerl Jones Millisor Lilley
Haller Menendian Widman Crossley Crousdale Lewis Klassen Duble Howard
Snyder Fisher Harper Kaufmann Barres Michael Damous Kleinmaier
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The American Society of Civil Engineering was organized on Ohio State's campus in 1922. A group of six members adopted a constitution which helped to direct the business of the student society. The organization not only makes it possible for the students to learn the latest developments in the field of Civil Engineering but it also helps to promote a feeling of sociability among them. Each month a meeting is held to which a distinguished speaker is invited to give an address to the members.

SENIORS
Elmer Barrett
Frank Baum
Joseph Brown
Richard Culler
Wayne Fischer
Gordon Free
Lester Knappe
William Knox

Arthur Laird
William Liggett
John Long
Alfred Newhouse
Roberto Sanchez
Frederick Sayre
George Sherman
Joseph Thomas
George Weiland

Joseph White
Austin Woodward

JUNIORS
John Beebe
John Carrol
John Chubb
Clarence Lafe
Stewart Lawrence

Howard Pike
Wayne Shepard
William Smith

SOPHOMORES
John Boylan
William Ellis
Paul Kiel
William Poffenbough

John Beebe
John Carrol
John Chubb
Clarence Lafe
Stewart Lawrence

John Boylan
William Ellis
Paul Kiel
William Poffenbough

Meyer White Woodward Carpenter Sanchez Chubb
Tanski Kremer Briegel Thomas Newhouse Lawrence
Knappe Krenty G. Sherman Baum Jensen Bouwen Knox
Coddington Wall C. Sherman Prior Morris Fischer
Kremser Briegel Thomas Newhouse Lawrence
Krenty G. Sherman Baum Jensen Bouwen Knox
Coddington Wall C. Sherman Prior Morris Fischer
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The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is the parental branch of the local organization of the same name. The national society is one of the largest scientific bodies of the world and the Student Branch at Ohio State is the most active branch of the organization. The main purpose of the Student Branch is to prepare the engineers for entrance to the senior group. In order to do this, each engineer is expected to give a short talk before an assembly on some technical subject with which he is acquainted.

SENIORS
Fred Billhardt
Paul Breidenbach
Edward Cordell
Howard Davies
Roderick Frankenberg
Lowell Goard
Harold Goldsmith
Owen Griswold
Arden Hacker
Elmer Hartman
Walter Hartman
Charles Hay
Robert Herring
John Hines
Harold English
Arthur Joslin
Elliott Kimberly
Willard Krebs
Kermit Kuck
Fred Lane
Alan Loofbourrow
James McFee
Carl Meglan
Glenn Miller
Thomos Moore
Richard Peters
Elmo Powell
Henry Prentice
Charles Rickli
Noel Rose
Cecil Royer
Alan Schrader
Hyman Sherman
Kenneth Stehle
Joseph Swartz
John Tapp
Paul Taylor
Leroy Tobe
Oscar Tinker
Robert Todd
James Wickham
Robert Wolfe
Don Wolford

JUNIORS
Homer Allspach
Wilbur Bachman
Robert Bierbaum
Claude Bonham
Harold Cooperrider

Earl Corell
Martin Crouch
John Cunningham
Gordon DeHond
James Derweiler
Jan Dunsford
William Graetz
Alfred Grill
Hugh Grimm
Walter Jones
George Lattimer
James Lucas
Walter Luli
Willard Luli
Franklin Marquis
Kenneth Mercy
Herman Miller

Richard Moore
Alton Moser
John Nagel
Norman Ohler
Richard Pickens
Edwin Pinsenschaum
Albin Posch
John Precile
John Purdy
Lyman Reuwee
Brandon Rightmire
John Shapter
Charles Sharpe
Benjamin Watson
Max Weiss
Chester Wendt
Philip Wolpert
Lester Woodford
The Engineering Council was organized in 1922 to bring about better cooperation among the engineering students on the campus. Each of the nine departments in the college of engineering sends two representatives, chosen by election, to the council. In addition, there is a representative from the council on Ohio State Engineer, engineering organ, and the Student Senate. The council sponsored three major projects this year, the engineering debate, banquet, and Engineers' Day.

OFFICERS

FRED VANOSDALL .................................................. President
JAMES CAYFORD .............................................. Vice President
CHARLES GRIFFITH ........................................... Secretary-Treasurer
DEAN EMERY HITCHCOCK ....................................... Advisor

Mechanical Engineering
Alton Moser
Elmer Hartman

Ceramic Engineering
James Cayford
Harry Robinson

Chemical Engineering
Robert Crossley
Fenton Simerl

Civil Engineering
Elmer Barrett
Clarence Lafe

Electrical Engineering
Robert Beecham
Cameron Hope

Architectural Engineering
Wilbur Scholz
Robert Scott

Metallurgical Engineering
Irwin Carson
William Brown

Mining Engineering
Jack Jones
Charles Holmes

Industrial Engineering
Fred Vanosdall
Charles Griffith

Ohio State Engineer
Charles Tilton

Student Senate
Lewis Mussman
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STUDENT SOCIETY INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

Pres. ROBERT BILIKAM
Sec. ROBERT BRIGGS
Treas. FRED WAGNER

Faculty
Denman, U. W.
Foust, J. A.
Leboczyk, Paul
Morrison, Peter
Rickly, O. D.
Schneider, R. P.
Younger, John

Seniors
Allen, Robert
Bessey, Chas.
Bilikam, Robert
Briggs, Robert
Boyd, Gerald
Clark, R. K.
Cooper, Wilbur
Doersam, J.
Farrington, Earl
Geyer, Frank
Gillogly, Lloyd
Hutchins, Truman
Habibzed, Corwin
Jones, Robert
Kale, Lester
Koons, Clarence

Lawrence, Paul
McCamber, Harry
Mussman, Lewis
Nichols, R.
Ossing, Harold
Sandfort, John
Shapter, P. W.
Stern, Douglas
Shirey, Burrell
Tilton, Chas.
Unser, Clifford
Vanosdall, Fred
Wagner, Fred
Worstell, Hillis
White, Elmer
Wilson, I. F.

Juniors
Brugler, Maynard
Burnham, Jack
Clausen, Harold
Covan, J. P.
Darragh, Ralph
Gates, J. T.
Gillett, Ed
Griffith, Chas.

Grady, Paul
Kranhold, Harvey
Landahl, Jack
McCandlish, A. P.
Posch, Albin
Priwer, Herman
Reuwee, L. F.
Schumacher, Joe
Simkins, Thomas
Smith, James
Stolz, James
Slabauh, Karl
Teple, L. S.
Timberlake, S. T.
Wager, Robert
Weiler, Carl
Wood, Chas.
Waite, L. L.

Sophomores
Drexler, Frank
Latham, Lowell
Lamiman, Duane
Smith, Hiram
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This honorary society was founded at Lehigh University, June 1885. Its purpose is to confer distinction upon students who have obtained a high grade of scholarship in the College of Engineering, and also to foster a spirit of liberal culture in the engineering students. There are 62 active chapters, with a total membership of over 22,000. Each year the chapter presents a slide rule to the sophomore in Engineering who, as a freshman, had the highest point ratio.

**FACULTY**

Samuel Seitler
James Boyd
Aubrey Brown
John Byrne
Paul Bucher
Frank Caldwell
Charles Chubb
Edgar Clark
Erwin Dreese
William Everett
Samuel Folk
Thomas French
Embury Hitchcock
Horace Judd
Emerson Kimberley
William Knight
George Large
Paul Lehocky
William Magruder
Franklin Marquis
William McCaughey
Clyde Morris
Peter Morrison
Harry Nold
Carl Norman
Percy Ott
Ralph Powell
John Pryor
Wilbert Ronan
Jacob Shank
Christopher Sherman
Kwan Tang
William Turnbull
Merrill Weed
John Younger
Addison Hempstead
Verlin Krill
Leonard Schiff
Edward Schoenborn
Elmer White
Richard Kilgore
Richard Lee
Herbert Leppich
Scott Lyon
Donald McClintock
Louis Michael
Bertrand Norris
Richard Prince
Robert Rea
Arthur Ross
Roberto Sanchez
John Schneider
Harold Sherer
Edwin Sherwood
Edward Slowter
Stanley Snyder
Robert Swartz
William Truxal
Fred Vanosdall
Frederick Wagner
Joseph White
James Wickham
Robert Young

**JUNIORS**

Homer Allspach
Lawrence Bedford
John Chubb
John Cunningham
Shirley Cutlip
Gordon DeHond
Edward Gillett
Charles Griffith
Walter Hobbs
Morgan Jones
Warren Jones
Harold Klassen
James Lucas
Paul Mills
Edward Schuster
Linton Simerl
Jack Smith
William Ward
John Wiseman

**GRADUATES**

Herbert Barnebey
Charles Choi
David Davis
Edmon Freshwater
Robert Harrington
Richard Kilgore
Richard Lee
Herbert Leppich
Scott Lyon
Donald McClintock
Louis Michael
Bertrand Norris
Richard Prince
Robert Rea
Arthur Ross
Roberto Sanchez
John Schneider
Harold Sherer
Edwin Sherwood
Edward Slowter
Stanley Snyder
Robert Swartz
William Truxal
Fred Vanosdall
Frederick Wagner
Joseph White
James Wickham
THETA TAU

Engineering fraternity founded at University of Minnesota in 1904. There are twenty-two active chapters, and a total membership of 5000. The Ohio State Chapter, Sigma, was founded in 1924, and the present location is 1965 Indianola.

FACULTY MEMBERS
Edgar Clark
Ervin Dreese
Jay Edmondson
Francis Marquis
Harry Nold
Percy Ott
John Prior
Charles Vierck
Claude Wall

SENIORS
Joseph Bowen
William Davidson
George Dumbauld
Wayne Fischer
Arden Hacker
Charles Hay
Myron Jensen
Lester Knappe
Frederick Kremser
James McFee
Lyman Reuwee
Frederick Wagner
George Weiland
Hubert Wideman
Don Wolford

SOPHOMORES
James Robinson
Charles Smith

PLEDGES
Richard Aue
John Boylan
John Ksepko
Alvin Posch
Lawrence Saunders
Norman Schoewe

JUNIORS
Charles Griffith
John Landahl
Frank Marquis
Russell Morrison

Kremser Knappe Weiland Smith Landahl Wagner Dumbauld McFee Clark Ksepko Reuwee Bouven Wolford F. P. Marquis Griffith
Boylan Hay Fischer Jensen Wideman Hacker Morrison F. W. Marquis Wall
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